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Assignment 7 (three pages total; due Wednesday Nov. 4 in class) 
 
 
I.   DPs, generalized quantifiers, and conjunction  
 
A. Using the following denotations for the quantificational DPs every Democrat  
 and at least thirty Republicans, calculate the truth conditions for (1) and (2).   
 You need not worry about semantic composition within the DPs. 
 
[[ every Democrat ]]  =  λf ∈ D<e,t>. for any x ∈ De such that x is a Democrat, f(x) = 1 
[[ at least thirty Republicans ]]   =  λf ∈ D<e,t>. there are 30 or more x ∈ De such that  
              x is a Republican and f(x) = 1 
 
(1)  Every Democrat supported Barack Obama. 
(2)  At least thirty Republicans supported Barack Obama. 
 
B. The following sentences (3) and (4) are logically equivalent:  they are true in  
 exactly the same circumstances. 
 
(3)  Every Democrat supported Barack Obama, and at least thirty  
  Republicans supported BarackObama. 
(4)  Every Democrat and at least thirty Republicans supported Barack  
  Obama. 
 
 With our old friend [[  andS ]] , we can compute the truth conditions of (3)  
 straightaways, given our previous results from Part A.  But we have not yet  
 encountered the use of and illustrated in (4) (call it andDP).  Propose a  
 denotation for andDP, and show how your proposal accounts for the logical  
 equivalence between (3) and (4).  (You do not need to define [[  andDP ]]  in  
 terms of [[  andS ]] , though you are welcome to show how this is possible.) 
 
 Assume a binary-branching structure for the conjoined DP in (4): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tip:  before turning your attention to andDP, you should first review our previous 
denotation for andVP, as well as the step-by-step process that we followed in 
order to arrive at [[  andVP ]]  during our in-class exercise.  When doing this, 
remember the fundamental difference in how individual-denoting vs. 
quantificational DP subjects combine with the VP:  if the DP subject denotes an 
individual (type e), then [[  S ]]  = [[  VP ]] ([[  DPI ]] ) .  But if the DP subject denotes 
a generalized quantifier (type <<e,t>,t>), then [[  S ]]  = [[  DPQ ]] ([[  VP ]] ) .  What  
implications does this have for the similarities and differences between  
[[  andVP ]]   and [[  andDP ]]  ? 
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I.   DPs, generalized quantifiers, and conjunction  (continued) 
 
C. Does your proposal for [[  andDP ]]  from Part B extend to the use of and in (5)? 
 
(5)  Mitt Romney and at least thirty Democrats supported Barack Obama. 
 
 If not, give a precise description of the problem.  Then, propose a solution.   
 Your solution should account for the logical equivalence between (5) and the  
 sentence Mitt Romney supported Barack Obama, and at least thirty  
 Democrats supported Barack Obama. 
 
Tip:  in fact, two distinct solutions are available to us.  We can maintain our 
proposal for [[  andDP ]]  from Part B for the use of and in (5), in which case certain 
of our assumptions regarding [[  Mitt Romney ]] and/or [[  at least thirty 
Democrats ]] must be revised.  Or, we can maintain our previous assumptions 
regarding the denotations of these smaller DPs, in which case we will need a 
different denotation for the use of and in (5).  For the purposes of this 
assignment, either solution is acceptable.
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II.   Some (in)valid arguments 
 
Both (6) and (7) are valid arguments:  whenever their two premises are true, their 
conclusions must also be true. 
 
(6)  Every senator voted for the bill. 
  Kennedy is a senator. 
    –––– 
  Therefore, Kennedy voted for the bill. 
 
(7)  Socrates is smarter than every modern philosopher. 
  Jason is a modern philosopher. 
    –––– 
  Therefore, Socrates is smarter than Jason. 
 
It seems clear enough that the arguments are valid because of the relationship 
between “universal claims”, made with quantificational DPs like every NP, and 
“particular claims”, in which every NP is replaced by some individual-denoting 
DP.  This in turn suggests that we ought to be able to find a uniform syntactic 
characterization of valid arguments like (6) and (7), even though they differ in 
the syntactic position of the quantificational DP every NP. 
 
For example, we might hypothesize that any argument with the form in (8) is 
valid.  (Here, NP stands for the nominal sister of every—the noun plus any 
modifiers/complements.) 
 
(8)  [S  ... every NP ... ]           S = the minimal sentence containing every NP 
  α is a NP.                       α = an individual-denoting DP (type e) 
    –––– 
  Therefore, [S’  ...  α  ... ]               S’ = the result of replacing every NP in S with α 
 
 
A. Show that this hypothesis is incorrect by identifying a few invalid arguments  
 (true premises + false conclusion) that have the form in (8). 
 
B. What do your results from Part A suggest about the mapping from syntactic  
 representations to truth-conditional meanings?  Is there a way of refining (8)  
 that still allows us to state the relevant generalization in terms of syntactic  
 representations?  
 


